Environmental management for dengue control: a systematic review protocol
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Dengue is among the most important mosquito-borne diseases, with more than half of the world’s population at risk of infection in dengue endemic countries. Environmental management, which includes any activities that involve environmental modification, environmental manipulation and changes to human behaviour have been used to mitigate the risk of dengue transmission. In this protocol, we will integrate the data from various sources to assess the overall effect of environmental management on the incidence of dengue and other entomological indices.

Methods and analyses We will conduct a systematic review of intervention that assess the effect of environmental management on the incidence of dengue and/or entomological indices. We will include any studies that include intervention through environmental management for dengue control, involving environmental modification, environmental manipulation and changes to human behaviour. A comprehensive search will be performed in electronic databases PUBMED, CENTRAL, SCOPUS, Web of Science and relevant research websites such as PROSPERO, WHO ICTRP and ClinicalTrials.gov to identify studies that meet our inclusion criteria. A systematic approach to searching, screening, reviewing and data extraction will be applied based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis. Titles, abstract, keywords for eligibility will be examined independently by researchers. The quality of the included studies will be assessed using quality assessment tool for studies with diverse design and Cochrane risk of bias tool. The characteristics of the selected articles will be described based on the study design, types of intervention and outcomes of the study in various countries. These include the types of environmental management intervention methods and the effectiveness of the intervention in reducing dengue cases or incidence and impact on entomological indices.

Ethics and dissemination We will register this systematic review with the National Medical Research Register, Ministry of Health Malaysia. This protocol also had been registered with the PROSPERO. No ethical approval is necessary, as there will be no collection of primary data. The results will be disseminated though a review protocol.

INTRODUCTION

Background Dengue is among the most important mosquito-borne diseases, with more than half of the world’s population at risk of infection in dengue endemic countries. The disease is endemic in more than 100 countries with USA, South-East Asia and Western Pacific regions being the most affected. A recent study in 20131 indicates that 390 million dengue infections occur every year (95% credible interval 284 to 528 million) of which 96 million manifests clinically. Dengue is widespread throughout the tropics, with several risk factors such as rainfall, temperature, relative humidity, degree of urbanisation and quality of vector control services in the areas. Despite the availability of dengue vaccines, few countries can afford to implement its uptake at the national level. Vector control continues to remain an important approach in reducing dengue transmission in many dengue endemic countries. The application of vector control methods, including source reduction, use of chemical larvicides and adulticides and use of biological control is hindered by weak programme capacity, which includes the absence of well-defined indicators and programme targets, poor understanding of efficacy and cost-effectiveness of control measures2 in term of reducing dengue transmission.


Protocol

 Strengths and limitations of this study

► We will integrate the data from various sources to assess the overall effect of environmental management on the incidence of dengue and other entomological indices.
► We will summarise the evidences on the effectiveness of environmental management intervention that will provide potential benefits to the service providers, policy makers, researchers and other institutions on dengue control.
► Several studies with statistical drawback where they did not report p values or any statistical description, but merely qualitatively described the impact of their interventions that controlled dengue or Aedes population may limit the quality of the evidences.
Environmental management refers to the change of the environment in order to prevent or minimise vector productivity and human contact with the vector-pathogen by the methods such as destroying, altering, removing or recycling non-essential containers that serve as vector habitats. Based on WHO’s definition, there are three types of environmental management in controlling dengue which consists of (i) environmental modification, (ii) environmental manipulation and (iii) changes to human habitation or behaviour.

Environmental management involves the improvement of water supply and water storage system,4 mosquito-proofing of water-storage containers,5 solid waste management, community clean-up7 and modification of building structures. Environmental management also understands mosquito ecology and population dynamics as well as the epidemiology of mosquito-borne diseases. Notably, environmental management is not intended to replace other vector control methods, but to complement and provide for the development of “integrated control” strategies.8

In several countries, environmental management aim to suppress dengue vector population through the provision of safe water supplies, establishing proper sanitation, improve solid waste management facilities, sewerage and excreta disposal systems and water manipulation in dams and irrigation. Others implement cover fitted over concrete rainwater storage tanks to prevent mosquito breeding in key containers and to reduce adult vector densities and longevity.9 The element of community participation to apply environmental management intervention methods has been proven effective in reducing infection risk.10

Environmental management alone or combined with other methods have proven to be a successful approach to vector control.11 A study in Vietnam and Thailand demonstrated the use of community-based environmental management in high reduction of dengue incidence.12 13

**Why is it important to do this review?**
Since there is no curative treatment for dengue yet, prevention that targets environmental and ecosystem management is increasingly relevant.14 To reduce the vector that carries the virus for transmission, three main vector control methods; chemical, biological and environmental control are applied. Environmental management is considered as important component in dengue prevention and control. Many studies have been conducted to investigate the role of environmental management in dengue control which is substantially relevant to reduce dengue incidence in the population. One systematic review synthesised information on one type of environmental control that examined changes to human behaviour, however combination of this method with chemical and biological methods still are not able to reduce dengue incidence.15 Other review also examined the four types of dengue control that include biological, chemical, environmental and integrated vector control that could reduce dengue.16 Numerous studies have also investigated the effectiveness of individual role of environmental management to control dengue, hence there are contentious findings to control dengue.

However, to our present knowledge, there are no documented reviews that explicitly discuss or synthesise current available evidence on the effectiveness of environmental management interventions for dengue control. In this propose study, we will integrate the data from various sources to assess the overall effect of environmental management on the incidence of dengue and other entomological indices. A comprehensive systematic review could provide the best available evidence on the effectiveness of various types of intervention in environmental management strategy including modification, manipulation and human behaviour. This review is essential to identify the effective environmental management intervention strategy to reduce dengue cases. Information from this review will provide potential benefits to the service providers, policy makers, researchers and other institutions on dengue control.

**Objective**
This study aims to systematically evaluate the effect of environmental management in dengue control to reduce dengue incidence and entomological indices.

**METHODS**

**Criteria for considering studies for this review**

**Patient and public involvement**
Patients and public were not involved in this study as this is a systematic review protocol.

**Types of studies**
We will include all observational studies namely cohort, case-control and cross-sectional. We will also include all randomised control trials (RCT), cluster-RCT, quasi-RCT, control cohort before and after (CCBA) and interrupted time series (ITS) that evaluate the effectiveness of environmental management interventions. We will exclude cross-over studies due to concerns about the ‘carry-over’ effects. We will also exclude any short communication, guidelines and case report.

**Population**
We will include participants of all ages who are involved in environmental management for dengue control programme, whether their involvement is in the community-based activities or individual preventative dengue control programme.

**Types of interventions**
We will be looking specifically at these three types of interventions:
1. Environmental modification: Involves long-lasting physical transformations to reduce vector larval habitat.
2. Environmental manipulation: Temporary changes to vector habitats that involves the management of essential containers.
3. Human behaviour: Changes in human behaviour that involves actions to reduce human-vector contact.

In this review, the comparators are other interventions which do not include a component in single or in combination of environmental management for dengue control such as chemical control, biological control or personal protection.

**Types of outcome measures**

**Primary outcomes**
Cases of confirmed dengue as defined by WHO guidelines (online supplementary appendix 1).

**Secondary outcomes**
- Houses positive for larvae and/or pupae; for example, the percentage of houses infested with larvae/pupae with one or more habitats for *Aedes* aegypti or related species (house index).
- Containers infested with larvae/pupae; for example, the number of positive containers per 100 houses (breteau index).
- Containers specifically designed for water storage infested with larvae/pupae; for example, the percentage of water-holding containers infested with larvae/pupae (container index).
- Number of pupae per 100 houses inspected (pupae index).
- Any reported adverse outcome or unintended consequences.

**SEARCH METHODS FOR IDENTIFICATION**

**Electronic searches**
We will systematically conduct a comprehensive literature search using different bibliographic databases. We will conduct electronic searches from selected databases for eligible papers published until 10 January, 2018, without language restrictions. Databases for this review include PubMed, EMBASE, CENTRAL, Web of Science and Scopus. We will also retrieve registered clinical or community trials from PROSPERO, WHO IRTCP and ClinicalTrials.gov to identify unpublished works and ongoing trials related to the scope of this review.

We will adapt the search strategy (online supplementary appendix 2) with the key elements in research question: population, interventions, comparator, outcome and study design (online supplementary appendix 3). Two main approaches for search strategy include searching using medical subject headings terms and free-text terms in the title and abstract on databases. We will include potential studies in English language only for this review. We will also check reference lists from all reviews related to the inclusion criteria and any eligible articles will be checked for duplication.

**Selection of studies**
Two review authors will independently screen the full-text articles and identify studies for inclusion according to the eligibility criteria, and record the reasons for exclusion of the excluded studies. Whenever necessary we will contact the study authors to clarify the eligibility for each study. We will also identify any multiple publications from the same data source and include only data from the main source to avoid duplication. We will resolve any disagreements through discussion or, if necessary, we will consult a third review author. We will record the selection process and complete the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram.

**Data extraction**
Two authors will extract the data and independently complete the data extraction form. We will refer any disagreement to third author. The data extraction form include variables as follows:
- Title, author (year) and location.
- Methods: Study design, duration, setting and analysis.
- Types of environmental management interventions: Modification, manipulation or human behaviour.
- Outcome measures: Primary outcome is impact on dengue incidence, reported dengue fever, dengue haemorrhagic fever or dengue shock syndrome cases. Secondary outcome is based on impact on entomological indices; *Aedes* index, house index, breteau index, container index and pupae index.

**Quality assessment**
All included papers will be evaluated for study quality. For mixed methods studies, we will use the quality assessment tool for studies with diverse design (QATSDD).

**Data synthesis and statistical analysis**
We will pool the data from each study judged to be clinically homogeneous using Review Manager software (RevMan 2014) if we can find sufficient studies available. We will perform a meta-analysis, if more than one study that provide usable data in any single comparison is available. We will stratify the analyses in forest plots and tables by type of studies such as RCTs, cluster RCTs, quasi RCTs, CChBA, ITS and other observational studies and type of interventions. We will present results from other observational studies in additional tables. We will chart and tabulate descriptive summary of the results on environmental management interventions including environmental modification, manipulation and human behaviour. We will describe skewed data and report as medians and IQRs. If we find multiple trial arms in a
single study, we will include only the relevant arms. We will assemble a collection of the best evidence for environmental management to control dengue and reduce mosquito population via entomological indices. Data will be qualitatively synthesised based on scopes or activities that will include:

- Method or combination of several environmental management methods.
- Explore the effectiveness of the best types for environmental management intervention such as environmental modification, environmental manipulation and changes to human behaviour.
- The best cost-effectiveness of environmental management to control dengue.

Summary of findings table
We will create a ‘Summary of findings’ table using the following outcomes: cases of confirmed dengue, house index, breteau index, container index and any reported adverse outcome or unintended consequences. We will justify all decisions to downgrade or upgrade the quality of studies using footnotes, and we will make comments to aid readers’ understanding of the review, where necessary.

Reaching conclusions
We will base our conclusions only on findings from the quantitative and narrative synthesis of included studies for this review. The conclusions can be used as guidelines for health authority in their control and preventative activities. Our implications for research will suggest priorities for future research and outline the remaining uncertainties in the area.

Ethics and dissemination
We plan to use the findings of this review to provide evidences of the effectiveness of environmental management intervention strategy that will offer potential benefits to the service providers, policy makers, researchers and other institutions on dengue control.

All findings will be disseminated at any local or international conference, including local authorities and Disease Control Division of Ministry of Health Malaysia.
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